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Available through a global 
network of migration 
specialists and archive 
solution vendors, TransVault™ 
Migrator for Hosted Platforms 
is a software application 
that enables fast and secure 
movement of legacy email 
records into cloud-based email 
and email archive services.
Many hosted service platforms offer 
low cost, high-volume email storage, 
however moving your legacy email 
records into this service can be a non-
trivial exercise. 

TransVault Migrator provides a flexible 
and secure mechanism for extracting 
emails directly from your archive, and 
then passing this data into the cloud.

TransVault Migrator delivers superior 
performance and fidelity, together with 
full auditing. It also offers unique user 
productivity features such as managing 
legacy shortcuts to ensure a seamless 
experience for end users.

Key Benefits
• Lets organizations eliminate 

the costs and overheads of 
maintaining onsite archives.

•   Zero impact on users - even in 
24 x 7 environments.

• Direct and API support for many 
different archive platforms.

•  Deletes/converts legacy 
shortcuts to avoid end user 
confusion post-migration.

•  Provides a complete audit of 
each individual item extracted 
ensuring chain-of-custody.

•  Ability to filter items dependent  
on advanced criteria, e.g. only 
move data less than 2 years old.

•  Automatically re-writes addresses 
where needed to support 
company mergers etc.

•  Automation removes the risks of 
data loss associated with manual 
extraction. 

• Enables organizations to prove 
due-diligence when moving 
email records.

•  Allows data to be packaged as 
stipulated by the hosted service.

•  Supports EWS-based network 
connections to Office 365 and 
other platforms.

•  Available through a global 
network of specialist archive  
& migration partners.

We have now 
decommissioned our 
legacy archive & have 
been able to release the 
associated costs
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TransVault Migrator: Unparalleled scalability, 
flexibility and auditing for your migration.  
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Reduces Migration Costs & Risks
The expense, time and risk associated with manually extracting data 
from legacy archives can make migration into the cloud prohibitive, 
leaving you with islands of data and escalating maintenance bills.
TransVault Migrator accelerates the process of migrating archived 
emails to your preferred hosted service, while freeing up your old 
archive servers and storage. 
You can also take advantage of TransVault’s advanced analysis and 
filtering capability to streamline your move by migrating only the data 
you need to meet business and legislative requirements.
Importantly, TransVault Migrator delivers a secure, fully audited service 
that eliminates the risk introduced by human error and provides 
detailed reports that record exactly what data is being handed over to 
your hosted service provider.

Fast, High-Fidelity Migration
Depending on your environment,TransVault’s high performance engine 
can extract large volumes of data at a time, ensuring nothing is lost in 
the process.
Each individual item is tracked, and if the extraction of any item fails, 
TransVault automatically re-tries.  You can also migrate while your 
legacy system is still archiving, relying on Migrator to detect and move 
any newly archived items.
Reports detailing exactly how much data has been extracted and any 
permanent failures (usually due to corruptions in the archive) are also 
available.

Enhanced Compliance
Some organizations have a legislative requirement to retain data - and 
ensure its integrity - for years, even decades. 
TransVault maintains a complete audit of all data transfers and generates 
detailed reports to ensure chain-of-custody for each individual item as it 
is passed to the hosted service provider.  
This report is vital, especially where your data is to be managed under 
separate auspices, as it will be the only proof you have that certain data 
items have been handed over.  In the event of a future eDiscovery case 
involving migrated items this evidence could be invaluable.

Advanced Shortcut Management
The unique TransVault Mailbox Services Engine can either delete or 
convert legacy shortcuts as needed to work seamlessly with the new 
hosted environment. 
It will even let you not move data where users have deleted shortcuts 
from their mailboxes.  No other migration route has as much flexibility.

Email Format Conversions
Organizations planning to switch from Notes to Exchange (or vice 
versa) as they move to the cloud can use TransVault to perform both a 
migration and email conversion.
Email addresses can optionally be re-written to reflect changes in 
domains or addressing conventions (e.g. following an acquisition). 

Supports Multiple Environments
Migrator connectors are available to support extractions from the 
following archives, formats and storage platforms: 

•�  Microsoft Exchange (including Exchange 2010 Personal Archives)
 •� Symantec Enterprise Vault for Exchange & Notes
•�  Autonomy Message Manager (formerly CA Message Manager)
•�  Autonomy ZANTAZ EAS for Exchange & Notes
•�   Autonomy NearPoint (formerly Iron Mountain/Mimosa NearPoint)
•�  EMC EmailXtender for Exchange & Notes
•�  EMC SourceOne for Exchange & Notes
•�  HP RISS (IAP) for Exchange, Notes & SMTP
•�  IXOS-eCONserver (Open Text)
•�   Ilumin Assentor
•�   Quest Archive Manager
•�  Unify/Daegis Central Archive (formerly AXS-One) for Notes
•�  PST, EML, MSG & NSF files

Supported hosted platforms include: 

•�  Mimecast, Proofpoint & LiveOffice (Symantec Enterprise Vault.cloud)
•�  Microsoft Office 365
•�  Autonomy ZANTAZ Digital Safe

New connectors are being added all the time or can be commissioned. 
Check supported platforms and exact version number with your partner 
or TransVault Software. 

Challenge  The TransVault Migrator Service

User impact    •� users keep working as their data is migrated  
•� shortcuts managed to work with new archive service

IT Overheads    •� eliminates cost of maintaining multiple archive solutions

Data fidelity   •� proven email format fidelity & logging 
•�  preserves contents of mailboxes, journals & public folders*

Migration Time  •� bulk extractions can be carried out non-stop at any time 
•� multi-threaded architecture supports extremely fast   
 processing rates 
•� single instancing option significantly reduces migration times

Costs    •�  allows legacy archives to be safely decommissioned,   
 releasing licence, hardware & maintenance overheads  
•�  streamlines the migration process, saving considerable   
 manpower costs

Change •� fast transition to new service without loss of data or accessibility

Compliance    •� preserves integrity of historic data
 •� full audit trail of all extractions ensuring chain-of-custody 
•� provides a vital record of data movement to prove due-   
 diligence to external bodies

Buying TransVault Migrator
TransVault Migrator is available through a global network 
of partners that provide an end-to-end migration service 
that typically includes analysis of your existing archive and 
commissioning of your new archive service.  

For more information contact TransVault at Info@TransVault 
or visit www.TransVault.com
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